
OVERVIEW  
DeMeo Construction Inc. specializes in custom residential, light commercial 
and concrete construction for the Northern California market. With an active 
roster of projects its team is often in the field managing projects, coordinating 
with multiple subcontractors, as well as clients.  With storage capacity quickly 
running out on office computers and the growing need for faster data access in 
the field, the construction firm needed a better way to store and access files so 
that they could become more efficient and productive.   
 

CHALLENGE 
 
Throughout a project, the DeMeo Construction team requires quick access to 
files, including drawings and design plans, photos, contracts and subcontracts. 
If the wrong documents are brought into the field or slow access to needed 
files causes project managers to access older designs, inaccurate instructions 
can be given to subcontractors, costing both time and money. With storage 
capacities on the company’s Mac computer systems pushing their limit, 
owner Mark DeMeo Jr. began to seek a solution that would solve both their 
storage and file sharing and access challenges at the same time.  

“It can be very slow to get paper documents from the office to the field 
when needed,” said DeMeo. “And, in our business the time factor is critical. 
If incorrect information is used during onsite decision making it can be 
devastating; and waiting in the field for documents to get there can slow 
down the entire project.”

The more I learn about 
Transporter, the more efficient 
I get. It’s become our secret 
advantage.”  
 - Mark Demeo, Jr.

BENEFITS
 
Simplified Organization of 
Project Files Based on DeMeo’s 
Unique Specifications  - Saves 
Time, Increases Efficiency and 
Eliminates Headaches  

Data Can Be Quickly Accessed 
and Shared By Cross 
Functional Teams Based in 
the Corporate Office and 
Field - Keeps Jobs Moving and 
Removes Risk of Error 
 
Transporter 100% Under 
DeMeo Management - 
Eliminates monthly public-cloud-
based fees, returns data control 
to DeMeo, ensures data is safe 
and secure 
 
Mac and PC-based Data 
Centralized and Easily Shared 
- Saves Time and Boosts 
Productivity 
 
Bottom Line - Dramatic Increase 
in Productivity, Ability to Take on 
Additional Clients, and Lower 
Costs = Increased Profitability 
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SOLUTION 
After evaluating potential new server options to solve the company’s storage 
problem, and cloud-based file sharing solutions for file sharing, DeMeo 
discovered he could solve both problems with one solution using Nexsan’s 
Transporter file sync and share appliance.  

“Server options couldn’t do what our Transporters do. They don’t allow the field 
to get quickly to the information they need,” said DeMeo. “Likewise, cloud-
based file sharing solutions such as Dropbox just didn’t provide us with the 
security and peace of mind like having the equipment right here in our office. I 
like to see that it’s running; and it gives me confidence that our data is secure 
when I’m in control rather than someone else.” 

DeMeo implemented two Transporters, a Transporter 30 in the office and a 
Transporter 15 in the field. As a result the company’s field-based teams now 
have the instant access they need to the content they want, right at their 
fingertips. No more waiting for files, or searching through volumes of content. 

“With the Transporters I can organize project files just the way I want, making it 
easy for field staff to get right to the information they need. That means we can 
get right to work without any delay or risk of error due to a lack of information, 
or accessing older designs or instructions.”

RESULTS 
The productivity boost has been so dramatic for DeMeo Construction that 
the company has been able to grow its capacity. It can now take on four 
projects at a time, whereas previously it was three. And more productivity 
increases are on their way too. Today, in addition to its fleet of Mac computers, 
DeMeo Construction uses a PC-based system to run its construction project 
management and billing solution, Prolog. To access its contents easily, DeMeo 
has to print and scan files from the PC to import them into his Mac. Soon 
he will be migrating content from his PC system to the Transporters where 
everything will be easily accessible from anywhere, and on any computer, 
saving hours every week. 

“Not only have the Transporters solved both my storage and file sharing 
problems in one solution, they have also greatly increased my organization and 
productivity,” said DeMeo. “They save time and money and make everyone 
on the team more productive. The more I learn about Transporter, the more 
efficient I get. It’s become our secret advantage.” 
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